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				Creative writing:

				 help me compose a winning essay 

			When you need help composing an essay you want to use a professional writing service or a helpful advice that encourages creativity. A winning essay has a number of elements that make it standout and worth reading.  You can choose your best course of action depending on what you want people to know about your topic.  A winning essay may not always be easy to write, but it helps to have simple advice you can follow no matter what your essay is about.

Writing an essay isn’t complicated, but there are steps important to the process you can do to encourage good details.  You can read sample essays to ensure you are on the right track.  Find a few to study and pay attention to information they include about the topic.  Here are additional points to help you compose a winning essay.

			
				
					Brainstorm a Winning Topic

				

				What do you want to write about? Brainstorm an idea based on general subjects. You can brainstorm something original that you can write about. The ideas you get from doing this exercise can help you choose something close to your interests. You can do this alone or with colleagues and exchange ideas. A good essay topic will be something people want to read and not just because it has an interesting topic. Once you get an idea you need to think about details that make the essay something worth reading.

			Take Notes on What You Know about Your Topic

You can think about this first. You have an idea for a topic. What should people know about it?  You can start taking notes on information pertinent to your topic. First, you can write down notes based on what you already know. You may be surprised at how much information you will come up with.  Next, think about details people may not know about or information you want to further research.  Finally, create points of interest or discussion points you will want to highlight in your essay.  At least you have something you can discuss and as you learn more about your topic through research, this information will become more solid.

Research for Interesting Details to Add

This is an addition to the information you know already about your topic. Now the fun begins. You can make a list of sources for your topic. If you are required to cite sources you can have notecards or a notebook to help you record what you use.  Look for information that stands out or something that can make a unique statement. This information should help prove your thesis statement or main idea. This is the argument or purpose for your essay. As you learn more about our topic you can find the right information to include making your essay outstanding.

			

		

		
				
					Make an Outline to Help You Write a Rough Draft and Organize Findings

					The outline will include basic components of your essay. You will have an introduction, body and conclusion. Depending on how long your essay should be, your outline will detail information for your introduction, body paragraphs and conclusion. The introduction will include your thesis statement. The body paragraphs will detail supporting points to back up your claim.  

				
	
			
					The conclusion will summarize important details of the essay. You will include details based on what you know about your topic. This information will help you write a rough draft.  Here you will organize your information and develop your essay structure. The rough draft will be revised since you are just forming sentences and paragraphs to create your essay format before finalizing it.
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